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英文 

(C)1. Before you can take calculus, you need more than a rudimentary knowledge of algebra. 

A. rude   B. thorough   C. elementary   D. superficial 

(B)2. The augmentation in the population has created a fuel shortage. 

A. augury   B. increase   C. demand   D. necessity 

(D)3. Detective Smith used various means to elicit a confession from the murderer. 

A. make   B. force   C. frame   D. draw out 

(B)4. It seems inevitable that the world will end from natural causes. 

A. invariable   B. unavoidable   C. impressionable   D. inestimable 

(C)5. Dr. Salk was lauded for his work with polio vaccine. 

A. rewarded   B. merited   C. praised   D. heralded 

(A)6. The spacecraft orbited the earth many times. 

A. circled   B. viewed   C. returned   D. overlooked 

(C)7. Dick met Jane at a secluded rendezvous overlooking the avenue. 

A. restaurant   B. park   C. meeting place   D. picnic ground 

(B)8. Dauntless men and women crossed America in covered wagons. 

A. foreign   B. fearless   C. adventuresome  D. penniless 

(B)9. The pilot miraculously survived the crash unscathed . 

A. unsurprised   B. unhurt   C. unhappy   D. undeterred 

(D)10. A week’s sojourn in Paris can be very expensive. 

A. shopping   B. sightseeing   C. journey   D. stay 

(C)11. A younger sister is obnoxious to have around when a young lady’s boyfriend comes to call. 

A. welcome   B. too much   C. objectionable  D. talkative 

(D)12. You should try to avoid clichés if you want to be a creative writer. 

A. ungrammatical sentences   B. improper language   C. plagiarized sections   D. trite phrases 

(C)13. He devised a folding toothbrush for travelers. 

A. sold   B. bought   C. invented   D. described 

(A)14. The Sphinx was an enigma to all but Oedipus. 

A. mystery   B. problem   C. enemy   D. entity 
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(D)15. As an alumnus of Harvard, he felt compelled to contribute to the building fund. 

A. student   B. professor   C. supporter   D. graduate 

(D)16. Current affairs are meticulously discussed on television. 

A. customary   B. cursory   C. stream   D. present 

(B)17. Dick and Jane made an amicable divorce settlement by dividing their property equally. 

A. avaricious   B. friendly   C. flimsy   D. terrible 

(A)18.With his swarthy complexion and squinty eyes, he was the stereotyped movie villain of the 1920s. 

A. lacking originality   B. ugly   C. evil-doing   D. stern 

(B)19. I didn’t hear his stealthy footsteps coming up the stairs. 

A. strident   B. sneaking   C. hidden   D. flat-footed 

(D)20. His plan to exterminate the Indians was diabolical. 

A. devious   B. different   C. dragging   D. devilish 

(B)21. Callous treatment of the Indians caused widespread suffering. 

A. confused   B. unfeeling   C. hazardous   D. poor 

(C)22. Friendship changed to antipathy when the settlers took the Indians’ land. 

A. amity   B. fright   C. aversion   D. heat 

(B)23. The settlers’ steady encroachment on the Indians’ territory ultimately left the Indians homeless. 

A. endearment   B. infringement   C. enchantment   D. enforcement 

(D)24. The era was marked by the turbulence of Indian wars against the settlers. 

A. termination   B. trap   C. trial   D. turmoil 

(C)25. The tribes coalesced to withstand the forces that were destroying their livelihood. 

A. divided   B. met   C. united   D. cohabitated 

(A)26. She had cleaned the apartment superficially , but a close look at the furniture showed she had done 

very little. 

A. on the surface   B. in the corners   C. inside   D. from a distance 

(C)27. Indians have never been submissive to aggression. 

A. complaining   B. comfortable   C. compliant   D. commanding 

(A)28. After he failed to pay his rent for three months, he was evicted from his apartment. 

A. put out   B. avoided   C. evidence   D. evinced 
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(B)29. I am an ardent tennis fan. 

A. archaic   B. eager   C. enervated   D. busy 

(D)30. His response to my question was so ingenuous , one would think he was ten years old instead of fifty. 

A. youthful   B. tired   C. ingenious   D. naive 

(D)31. They refused to cede their rights to the land and declared war. 

A. see   B. legalize   C. plant   D. yield 

(C)32. The enemy’s ruthless advance through the countryside left the village in ruins. 

A. speedy   B. careful   C. merciless   D. pitiful 

(A)33. The French saw tempestuous times during the Revolution. 

A. violent   B. vibrant   C. virulent   D. veracious 

(D)34. At the end of the race, his stamina gave out, so he lost the race. 

A. place   B. stand   C. memory   D. vigor 

(B)35. After the riot the prison officials rescinded the prisoners’ privileges. 

A. relegated   B. removed   C. added to   D. changed 

(D)36. The socialization process explains      of societies through successive generations but also the 

ability of a society’s members to have meaningful interactions. 

A. that continuity, only not   B. continuity, only not that   C. the only continuity not   D. not only 

the continuity 

(B)37. Heat transfer takes place when       with a warmer substance. 

A. is there a colder substance   B. a colder substance comes into contact   C. does the colder 

substance contact   D. contacts a colder substance 

(D)38. Some bird species have a song that is totally uninfluenced       environment during their 

development, whereas other species learn from other birds while young. 

A. the   B. yet the   C. since the   D. by the 

(C)39. Prior to the eighteenth century,      storms formed and died out at the same location. 

A. a common belief that   B. that a common belief   C. it was commonly believed that   D. because 

it was commonly believed 

(B)40. Copper       used by humans and is second only to iron in its utility through the ages. 

A. the first metal   B. was the first metal   C. the first metal that   D. being the first metal 
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(C)41. The United States Constitution provides for a count of the population       a census, every ten years. 

A. that it is called   B. when called   C. called   D. as called 

(C)42. Not only       people to send words, music, and codes to any part of the world, it can also be used to 

communicate far into space. 

A. enabled by radio  B. radio enables  C. does radio enable  D. radio has enabled. 

(B)43. Allegory is a literary device       another level of meaning is concealed within what is usually a 

story. 

A. which   B. by which   C. which is   D. which it is 

(B)44. The fact that       was discovered in 1923 by the astronomer Edwin Hubble. 

A. the expansion of the universe   B. the universe is expanding   C. the universe, which is expanding  

D. when the universe expands 

(A)45. Although most famous for her paintings of the Southwest desert,      as well. 

A. Georgia O’keeffe painted many urban scenes   B. the painting of many urban scenes by Georgia 

O’Keeffe   C. were many urban scenes painted by Georgia O’Keeffe   D. Georgia O’Keeffe’s 

paintings of many urban scenes 

(D)46. It was in the 1920’s that the arched-top guitar was first developed commercially in the United States  

 A. B. C. 

and use in dance bands. 

    D.     

(D)47. The intensity of political struggles in the United States after 1824 led to the revival of the two-party  

 A. B. 

  system, which had been inactive when 1817. 

 C. D.     

(D)48. Fluids exert equal pressure in all directions, have identical properties throughout their volume, and  

  A. B. C. 

  theoretically offering no resistance to flow in any direction. 

              D.     
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(C)49. Reading has come to be regarded as an integrated part of language study than rather an isolated skill  

  A. B. C. 

 to be practiced out of context. 

 D.     

(C)50. It has been estimated that during every second of our life, 10,000,000 red blood cells died and are  

  A. B. 

  replaced by new ones. 

 C.  

(A)51. In additionally to being Mississippi’s capital and largest city, Jackson is also the state’s financial and  

  A. B. C. 

  medical center. 

    D.     

(B)52. Neuropsychologist Marilyn Albert is looking beyond brain functions for answers the question “How  

  A. B. C. 

  do emotions and attitudes affect the process of aging?”. 

 D.     

(B)53. Incorporated in 1828, Louisville, Kentucky, was named from King Louis XVI of France in recognition  

  A. B. C. 

  of his help during the Revolutionary War. 

 D.     

(D)54. Alaska, the largest state of the United states in area , is more than twice the size than Texas. 

 A. B. C. D. 

(C)55. Mercury and Venus are the only planets in the solar system where do not have moons. 

 A. B. C. D.     

(A)56. Essential a ninetecnth-century instrument, the calliope was usually played outdoors and was a part of  

  A. B.     

  fairs, holiday gatherings, and other such activities. 

 C. D.     
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(D)57. Greenpeace, an international origanization of environmental activists founded by Canadians, uses  

  A.   

  nonviolent means to protest and block activities it considers environmentally harm. 

 B. C. D.     

(A)58. In the practice of Gestalt therapy, many attention is given to nonverbal aspects of behavior. 

 A. B. C. D.     

(D)59. Fingerprints form an unchangeable signature, and       for identification, despite changes in the 

individual’s appearance or age. 

A. the use of fingerprint records   B. with the use of fingerprint records   C. when fingerprint records 

are used   D. fingerprint records can be used 

(A)60. Liquid water has fewer hydrogen bonds than ice, so more molecules can occupy the same space, 

making liquid water       than ice. 

A. more dense   B. is more dense   C. more than dense   D. as more dense 

(D)61. It is difficult for present-day readers       Sister Currie was withdrawn from circulation at the turn 

of the century. 

A. to understand the novel why   B. why to understand the novel   C. the novel to understand why   

D. to understand why the novel 

(D)62. Edward Hopper’s paintings portray the loneliness and isolation of the individual     . 

A. is in an urbanized society   B. in society is urbanized   C. who in an urbanized society   D. in an 

urbanized society 

(B)63. Braille,     printing reading materials for use by people who are blind, consists of a system of raised 

points or dots that are read by touch. 

A. is a method of   B. a method of   C. which a method of   D. a method is of 

(A)64. The art of landscape architecture is almost as old     of architecture itself. 

A. as that   B. than   C. as   D. than that 

(B)65. The development of synthetic fibers after 1940 led to the production of new types of fabrics     more 

durable and easier to care for.  

A. that they were  B. that were   C. were   D. and were 
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(D)66. Until the eighteenth century, charcoal was      used in blast furnaces, as well as in glassmaking, 

blacksmithing, and metalworking. 

A. what the chief fuel   B. the chief fuel that   C. the chief fuel was   D. the chief fuel 

(B)67. Pure iron cannot be hardened by heating and cooling, as      , because iron lacks the necessary 

carbon. 

A. steel it can   B. can steel   C. with steel can   D. so can steel 

(D)68. Airsickness is produced by a disturbance of the inner car,       psychogenic factors, such as fear, 

also play a part. 

A. in spite of   B. neither   C. nor   D. although 

(C)69. Mary Austin’s first book, The Land of Little Rain, a description of desert life in the western United  

  A.  B.    

  States, won she immediate fame in 1903. 

 C. D.   

(C)70. Having gained a reputation as a daring, intrepid joumalist, Nellie Bly became the first female report  

  A. B. C.     

  assigned to the Eastern front during the First World War.  

 D.     

(D)71. Along with the other physical sciences, meteorology has developed in the past three centuries from  

  A. B.     

  myth and folklore to rigorous observation, computation, and analyze . 

 C. D.     

(A)72. Because lions do not have exceptional speedy, they must rely on the element of surprise for the hunt. 

 A. B. C. D.     

(B)73. Methods used in preparingarticles for an encyclopedia differs ,depending on the length of the article. 

 A. B. C. D.     

(D)74. Since the advent of rock music in the 1950’s the popular music of the United States has become a  

  A. B.     

  significant musical influence around world. 

 C. D.     
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(B)75. Daylight saving time came into useful in the United States in an effort to conserve electricity by having  

  A. B. C.    

  business hours correspond to the hours of natural daylight. 

 D.     

(D)76. Gold lends itself to the making of decorative articles because of its great resistant to corrosion and  

  A. B. C. D.     

  tarnish and its ease of working.  

(A)77. Indiscriminately dumping of waste materials and inadequate sewage treatment are two serious causes  

  A. B. C.   

  of environmental pollution. 

 D.    

(B)78. The builders of the variety ancient cliff ruins scattered throughout the canyons and mesas of the arid  

  A. B. C. D.     

  Southwest of the United States are known as the cliff dwellers.  

(C)79. Collagen, a strong rubbery protein, supports the ear flaps and the tip top nose in humans. 

 A. B. C. D.     

(A)80. The celesta, an orchestral percussion instrument, resembles     . 

A. a small upright piano   B. how a small upright piano   C. a small upright piano is   D. as a small 

upright piano 

(B)81. Although beavers rarely remain submerged for more than two minutes, they can stay underwater      

fifteen minutes before having to surface for air. 

A. as long   B. as long as   C. so long   D. so long that 

(B)82. Protein digestion begins in the stomach       ends in the small intestine. 

A. while   B. and   C. how   D. because 

(C)83.       ballet dancers learn five basic positions for the arms and feet. 

A. All of   B. Of every   C. All   D. Every 

(D)84. Ruth Bader Ginsburg argued six women’s rights cases before the United States Supreme Court in the 

1970’s,       

A. of five winning them   B. five winning of them   C. of them five winning   D. winning five of 

them 
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(D)85. Natural selection is defined as the process       the course of evolution by preserving those traits 

best adapted for an organism’s survival. 

A. to which directs   B. of which directs it   C. directs it   D. that directs 

(C)86.       363 miles between the cities of Albany and Buffalo in New York State, the Erie Canal helped 

link the Atlantic Ocean with the Great Lakes. 

A. The extension of   B. The extension   C. Extending   D. Extends 

(B)87.       is rooted in experiments in iron and steel conducted in the nineteenth century. 

A. While the history of twentieth-century architecture   B. The history of twentieth-century 

architecture   C. That the history of twentieth-century architecture   D. Both twentieth-century 

architecture and its history 

(C)88. The primary source of energy for tropical cyclones is the latent heat released when     . 

A. does water vapor condense   B. condensed water vapor   C. water vapor condenses   D. the 

condensation of water vapor 

(D)89. Manufacturing is Canada’s most important economic activity,      17 percent of the workforce. 

A. engages   B. and to engage   C. that it engages   D. engaging 

(D)90. The outer layer of the heart, called the pericardium, forms a sac in what the heart lies. 

 A. B. C. D.     

(B)91. The ability to talk is one of the skill that make humans different from the rest of the animal world. 

 A. B. C. D.     

(B)92. Celery, an edible plant is having long stalks topped with feathery leaves, grows best in cool weather. 

 A. B. C. D.     

(C)93. For each enzyme reaction there is an optimum temperature which maximum efficiency is achieved. 

 A. B. C. D.     

(B)94. The people native to the northwest coast of North America have long be known for wood carvings of  

  A. B. C.  D.     

  stunning beauty and extraordinary quality.  

(D)95. The orbit of a celestial body is usually in the shape of ellipse. 

 A. B. C. D.     
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(A)96. Female sea turtles, before laying her eggs, swim as much as 2,000 kilometers to return to the beaches  

  A. B. C.    

  where they themselves were hatched. 

  D.     

(D)97. Despite the growth of manufacturing and other industries, the economy of the state of Texas has  

  A. B. C.    

  remained heavily dependence on oil and gas. 

  D.     

(B)98. Lyndon B. Johnson was the only United States President who oath of office was administered by a  

  A. B. C. D.     

  woman, Judge Sarah Tilghman Hughes.  

(D)99. It took more than fourteen years to carve the faces of four United States Presidents into the granite  

  A. B. C.     

  cliffs to Mount Rushmore, South Dakota. 

 D.     

(B)100. Rarely has a technological development had as great an impact on as much aspects of social,  

  A. B.     

   economic, and cultural development as the growth of electronics. 

 C. D.     

 

 


